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Executive Summary

The Department of Defense has not institutionalized public diplomacy-like activities 
throughout its components, belying both hopes that it would internalize these broader 
concerns into its everyday activities, and fears that the Department’s great scale would 
overwhelm all other US public diplomacy. But the evolving, post Goldwater-Nichols role 
of the combatant commands and SOCOM did encourage those particular organizations 
to develop and consolidate a program that looks very much like public diplomacy.  

These conclusions have been obscured until now because of the difficulty in cataloging 
and costing activities within the Department of Defense that are like public diplomacy.  
This report is the result of a concerted effort to do so.  We conclude that:

 › Most of the defense activities often implicated in public diplomacy should not be.  
These include most of the activities the Defense Department defines as information 
operations, public affairs, building partnership capacity, and even most tactical 
military information support operations.  

 › Additionally, the Department of Defense has not broadly institutionalized 
public diplomacy-like activities despite a push to do so in the early 2000s.  
Institutionalization is the moving of people or resources, which has not happened.  

 › However, Special Operations Command and the geographic combatant commands 
maintain one enduring and fairly defined program that is very similar to public 
diplomacy activities.  It includes the “Trans Regional Web and Magazine Initiatives” 
(TRWI and TRMI) and named “VOICE” operations.  

 › TRWI, TRMI, and VOICE operations were part of a $225-million budget, 
including war costs, in the 2012 fiscal year (FY12).  That is roughly half what the 
State Department spends on information-based public diplomacy and just under a 
third of the budget for the Broadcasting Board of Governors.  

 › The contrast between one robust program and the lack of broader institutionalization 
is best explained by the varying identities, incentives, and missions of different 
military organizations.  The military services have resisted institutionalizing public 
diplomacy-like activities to avoid diluting their long-standing missions, but the 
combatant commands, and especially SOCOM, have embraced such missions in 
response to their changing role in executing US foreign policy.  
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Public diplomacy offers a valuable example for how different organizations respond to 
different incentives and ultimately affect how US foreign policy is executed.  Only by 
understanding these organizations and their incentives can we anticipate the military’s 
future role in executing US foreign policy.  
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Introduction

Opinions on US public diplomacy and the Defense Department’s relationship to it are 
fairly polarized.  Some fear that the Department of Defense drastically expanded efforts 
to influence global public opinion in the course of the war on terror, and that it now 
overshadows civilian public diplomacy efforts.  Others argue the Department of Defense 
can only address threats like terrorism by getting better at influencing public opinion.1  
But both perspectives lack an empirical understanding of the Defense Department’s 
public diplomacy-like activities.  Instead, the debate is bogged down in the semantics of 
defining terms, arguments about the proper roles of the State Department and Defense 
Departments, and questions about how best to influence foreign audiences.  These 
debates rest on suppositions that the Defense Department is doing more than we know, 
and on allusions to many defense missions and military entities that may or may not be 
conducting public diplomacy-like activities. 

All of these debates would be better informed with a more exact articulation of what the 
Department of Defense does in the field of public diplomacy.  This report is the result 
of a concerted study to identify and cost Department of Defense public diplomacy-like 
activities.  The reality check it provides should advance each of these debates.  

There has been no widespread institutionalization of public diplomacy-like activities 
throughout the Defense Department despite a great deal of rhetoric and effort.  However, 
this lack of diffuse institutionalization emphasizes one Defense Department program 
that is nearly identical to civilian public diplomacy activities.  The Special Operations 
Command (SOCOM) and the geographic combatant commands (COCOMs) run media 
websites aimed at regional audiences and deploy small teams to embassies worldwide 
to influence public opinion.  Though not on the scale of the State Department’s public 
diplomacy activities, let alone US international broadcasting, this single program does 
make the Defense Department a significant player in US public diplomacy efforts.  

This program developed the way it did because the Defense Department is comprised 
of distinct organizations that respond to different incentives.  The military services 
are the bulk of the Defense Department, and they are loath to cloud their well-defined 
missions with a vague task like public diplomacy.  But the combatant commands already 
have a nebulous mission and found it worthwhile to embrace this task.  Meanwhile, 
SOCOM focused on solidifying its relatively new, official role as “global synchronizer” 
by centralizing these efforts under a program it runs.  Each of these perspectives and 
decisions hinge on changes to organizational incentives within the Defense Department 
in the last 30 years.  
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This report provides a narrative for how these outcomes occurred.  It begins in Part 
I by examining the context surrounding concerns about the militarization of public 
diplomacy. It then catalogs and costs Defense Department public diplomacy-like 
activities.  Armed with these findings, it moves into Part II and traces how efforts to 
institutionalize public diplomacy-like activities failed in the military services even as 
how SOCOM and the combatant commanders consolidated their program.  Finally, 
it provides an explanation for these seemingly contradictory outcomes.  Maintaining 
this focus meant setting aside many important issues bearing on how the United States 
conducts public diplomacy, but these conclusions add valuable and otherwise-missing 
insights into how our foreign policy is executed. 

Most intriguingly, public diplomacy provides a case study on the changing roles of 
national security institutions in US foreign policy making.



Part I

Concerns About the Militarization of Public Diplomacy

A large body of literature already exists asserting that the Defense Department has 
militarized public diplomacy in the last decade.2  That literature identifies two principle 
causes: the weakness of the State Department’s public diplomacy efforts following 
the dissolution of the independent US Information Agency (USIA) in 1999, and the 
military’s ‘need’ to compensate for that weakness in order to achieve its mission during 
the Global War on Terror.3  And the literature has a basic conclusion: “the Department of 
Defense engages in extensive public diplomacy and strategic communication activities. 
Its vast and increasing resources for public diplomacy and strategic communication 
exceed civilian resources.”4

This conclusion has been continually reinforced by the steady flow of news stories over 
the last decade.  Major investigations have grabbed headlines at outlets ranging from 
the New York Times and Los Angeles Times to Harpers and Rolling Stone.  Most recently, 
USA Today ran a dozen articles in a 2012 series on defense public diplomacy. 5  All of 
them share a theme that the Defense Department is committed to the public diplomacy 
mission, with sizeable budgets and institutional weight to back it up.

One of the many concerns these stories engender is that the Defense Department is 
overwhelming the State Department in the public diplomacy mission area.  The Obama 
administration explicitly acknowledged that concern in a 2010 report to Congress:  
“We are aware of concerns that the resources for our efforts need to be “re-balanced” 
according to established roles and responsibilities.”6

Yet despite these signs and their acknowledgment, no one has assembled an 
authoritative or exhaustive list of Defense Department public diplomacy efforts.  
Peter Cary, a researcher for the Center for International Media Assistance, reported 
that “Congressional staffers say this budgetary drama was a wake-up call to them that 
indicated the Defense Department does not truly know what its information operations 
needs are, and what they have and should cost.”7  We at the Stimson Center, along with 
the American Academy of Diplomacy, likewise found in 2008 that “the lack of precise 
public information about DoD’s PD activities, budget, and personnel levels makes it 
virtually impossible to determine whether DoD PD programming is encroaching on 
State’s authority.”8  
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Cataloging Department of Defense Public Diplomacy Efforts

To address this gap, this report undertook a concerted effort to catalog public diplomacy-
like activities within the Department of Defense.  It found that most organizations 
within the Department of Defense do not conduct public diplomacy-like activities.  
The exception is a single – but substantial – program run by the Special Operations 
Command and the geographic combatant commanders.

The following section reviews areas and capabilities within the Department of Defense 
frequently cited as possible public diplomacy efforts.  It first sets out a practical 
description of the activities that constitute public diplomacy in order to scope this 
review.  After setting this standard, this section uses it to review the areas frequently 
cited as posing overlap with public diplomacy: information operations, public affairs, 
building partnership capacity, and military information support operations.  Little 
about them meets the standard.  War programs specific to Iraq and Afghanistan are 
more problematic, but also are contingent on operations that will not be permanent.  But 
one enduring program is obviously like public diplomacy: the combatant commands’ 
and Special Operations Command’s Trans-Regional Web and Magazine Initiatives and 
related VOICE operations.  This section will conclude by using the budget to provide a 
sense of scale for that program relative to public diplomacy efforts in the civilian agencies.    

Framing Public Diplomacy
Defining public diplomacy, and hence the Defense Department’s involvement in it, is 
not straightforward.  If the issue could have been resolved by consulting a dictionary, it 
would have been taken care of long ago.  Even the White House struggled to clarify the 
definition as part of its 2010 report on strategic communication, finding for instance that 
“different uses of the term ‘strategic communication’ have led to significant confusion.”9

Defense Department definitions are unsatisfying.  Eight years of controversy about 
public diplomacy have made the Defense Department conscientious about insisting 
that the State Department formally is responsible for US public diplomacy efforts.  The 
term it favors, ‘strategic communication,’ seems close to the State Department’s public 
diplomacy definition, but with the additional advantage of stressing that Defense is not 
trying to lead US government efforts to conduct public diplomacy.10  Not surprisingly, 
these definitions do not clarify which activities are public diplomacy and which are not.11  

Nor can we rely on formal assignment of the role of public diplomacy. Again, the Defense 
Department has stated over and over again that it only supports public diplomacy 
efforts, and therefore cannot have formally designated organizations to conduct them.12    
As a result, there is no single office or organization responsible for public diplomacy-
like activities.13  

The study cuts through this definitional thicket using a practical approach focused 
on identifying relevant activities within the Defense Department. It will refer to 
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relevant activities as “public diplomacy-like activities” to denote the blurriness of these 
definitions.  Three guidelines bound the search. 

First, it considered only activities: people, programs, or resources dedicated to something 
like public diplomacy.  The Defense Department’s concepts of public diplomacy, and 
especially strategic communication, have turned more toward processes rather than 
specific activities as they developed in the last decade. While it is important to consider 
the processes and practices that integrate US-government efforts into a consistent 
message, these topics have been thoroughly covered elsewhere.14  This report will focus 
on a narrower purpose: to catalogue the areas in which the Defense Department is 
conducting activities like public diplomacy.  Along with adding new facts to the debate, 
this approach has the benefit of sidestepping these definitional pitfalls.

Second, the study considered only activities within the Defense Department.  The 
Defense Department does not operate alone in executing foreign policy, nor is the State 
Department the only other player.  Most important are the interagency efforts to direct 
and coordinate US foreign policy, especially those involving the National Security 
Council and staff.  These efforts are real, and over the last few decades there have been 
people and resources dedicated to them.15  But these activities are inseparable from 
the broader discussions of Presidential authority and the coordination among national 
security organizations.16  Those twists and turns fall outside of this report’s scope.  

Third, the search considered only specific public diplomacy-like activities, not the 
broader activities of the Defense Department.  It is now both a truism and a cliché that 
all actions communicate.17  Taking such an approach—though invaluable in assessing US 
foreign policy—would make this cataloging task immaterial.  The Defense Department 
is the largest US government agency, with 10 times the budget of all international affairs 
funding and 100 times the personnel of the State Department.  If all of its activities were 
included, it tautologically would dominate US foreign policy.  

Cataloging the Defense Department’s Public Diplomacy-Like Activities
Using this standard allows us to review the activities most often identified as public 
diplomacy, describe the extent to which they meet the standard, and then cost them to 
provide a sense of scale.  There are as many parsings of this data as there are individuals 
participating in the debate, and we provide the data not to foreclose that debate but 
rather to ground it.  

Information Operations

The obvious place to start is those programs formally labeled by the Defense Department 
as Information Operations.  The term ‘information operations’ sounds like strategic 
communication and public diplomacy and many use the term colloquially to mean 
strategic communication and public diplomacy.  Congress certainly does.  In its FY10 
committee report, the Senate appropriations committee under the heading “Strategic 
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Communications” leads with the following sentence: “The Committee believes 
that there is a legitimate role for the Department of Defense [DOD] in information 
operations.”18  

The difficulty is the Defense Department defines information operations doctrinally, 
and most of the capabilities related to it do not seem like strategic communication or 
public diplomacy.  Information operations’ doctrinal definition explicitly associates it 
with five core capabilities: operations security, electronic warfare, computer network 
operations, military deception, and military information support operations.19  

Operations security—or OPSEC—is defined formally as “a process of 
identifying critical information and subsequently analyzing friendly actions 
attendant to military operations and other activities.”20  Informally, it means 
keeping information from the enemy.  Most would not consider protecting 
our own information to be public diplomacy.

Electronic Warfare is “military action involving the use of electromagnetic 
and directed energy to control the electromagnetic spectrum or to attack the 
enemy.”21  While information may flow on the electromagnetic spectrum, 
blocking transmissions is not the same thing as providing information, 
especially in the more common tactical cases of jamming radars or localized 
communications.22

Computer Network Operations is the umbrella for attacking and defending 
computer networks, neither of which involve providing information to the 
public over computer networks.  Computer Network Operations has grown 
in importance in the last decade, usually under the terms Cyber security and 
Cyber attack.  

Military deception is action intended to mislead decision-makers for 
adversary militaries.  By definition it is targeted at decision makers, and less at 
broader publics.  Unlike the other core capabilities of information operations, 
it also tends toward a process or use of other capabilities rather than a group 
of capabilities directly assigned to it.  

Military information support operations (MISO), formerly called psychological 
operations, houses many activities, most of which are not like public diplomacy 
but also one that is.  MISO is a central case in defining what Defense Department 
activities are public diplomacy and will be discussed separately.

With the exception of MISO, information operations tend to be technical capabilities 
that pertain to information but not to ideas or influencing others’ thinking.23  That 
does not accord well with what is usually meant by public diplomacy or strategic 
communication.24  Yet still the term is frequently referenced when describing public 
diplomacy-like activities.  
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That colloquialism exaggerates the resources at play in the Defense Department.  
Operational security, electronic warfare, computer network operations, and military 
deception have significant costs that, if included, would swamp all other public 
diplomacy programs.  For instance, aircraft dedicated to jamming would be included 
as part of electronic warfare.  The Navy is spending $1 billion a year right now on its 
new airborne electronic attack aircraft, with a total program cost of roughly $9 billion.  
Operations Security similarly could include the costs to protect satellites from being 
compromised, and perhaps the satellites themselves with price tags as high as $1 billion 
each.  Yet those activities have little to do with the common understanding of public 
diplomacy and should not be included.  

A later section will suggest how information operations came to be a colloquial description 
of strategic communication even though its formal definition is so far from it.  

Public Affairs

Public Affairs is on the opposite end of the spectrum from doctrinal Information 
Operations.  Public affairs are the spokespeople of the Department of Defense, and they 
serve much the same role as spokespeople for other government agencies, corporations 
or any organization.  

The primary representative of the Defense Department is the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Public Affairs (ASD (PA)).  This person and their office “is responsible for 
supporting the Secretary and Deputy Secretary of Defense in his dealings with the press, 
public information, internal information, community relations, information training, 
and audiovisual matters.”25  ASD (PA) also oversees the Defense Media Activity, the 
centralized information and entertainment provider for “the [Defense Department] 
worldwide military audience – active, reserve, civilian and contractors, including 
their families, on land and at sea.”26  The Defense Media Activity manages four specific 
programs: overseas radio and television, the Stars and Stripes newspaper, the Defense 
Information School, and News and Media Information Products.  The first two are 
aimed at internal Defense Department audiences—those who work for the department.  
The third is to train public affairs and related skills.  The fourth, News and Media 
Information Products’, audience includes “the internal [Defense Department] family 
(active, guard, and reserve military service members, dependents, retirees, [Defense 
Department] civilians, and contract employees) and external audiences.”   Despite 
acknowledging a broader audience, though, it is focused on internal audiences to the 
department.  

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs has his own staff office for public affairs.  Each 
military service also has its own public affairs corps extending from the headquarters 
level through subordinate commands and onto individual installations.  And the 
combatant commands, the four-star regional and functional commanders who oversee 
joint operations, all have their own organic public affairs staffs.  Finally, the Joint Public 
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Affairs Support Element (JPASE) was established in 2006 and now has 25 personnel 
within Transportation Command ready to deploy worldwide to support operations.  

All of these organizations add up to a robust public affairs capacity.  The Defense 
Media Activity received $270 million in FY12 for civilian personnel, operations, and 
procurement, a figure that excludes the costs of the military personnel working within 
it.  ASD (PA) has an operational budget of just under $7 million, and that’s separate from 
personnel costs.  JPASE is part of a broader group of standing headquarters support 
with an annual budget of $15 million.  The Navy is the only service to display its Public 
Affairs budget separately, and shows $14 million for FY12 and a request of $13 million 
for FY13.  The other three services include public affairs spending within broader 
service-wide administration and base support accounts, but the scale of specific public 
affairs activities is likely close to the Navy’s figure.  Uniformed personnel conducting 
public affairs add roughly $475 million cost across all of the services.  

Although robustly funded and charged in part with providing information to foreign 
audiences, Public Affairs behaves in a fundamentally different way than envisioned 
by public diplomacy.  The most recent Public Affairs doctrine includes a new section 
that describes public affairs as one of strategic communication’s primary capabilities, 
but its organizing principles and tenets focus on the traditional spokesperson role 
and use phrases like “make available timely and accurate information…” and “tell the 
DoD story.” Every US government agency has this sort of public affairs capability, and 
professionals within it see their role, at best, as supporting public diplomacy.27  Including 
it within public diplomacy would define the US government’s efforts much more widely 
than usual.  

Closely related to Public Affairs and on a similar scale of funding is recruiting 
advertising by the military services.  The US military has been an All-Voluntary Force 
since the 1970s, and it recruits more than 150,000 new service-members every year to 
fill its 1.5 million active duty military positions.  To do so, the Defense Department 
advertises heavily, and this is one of the military’s most public engagements.28  The 
Defense Department spent $632 million on advertising in FY12.29  But though these 
funds are of significant scale and play a large role in shaping the public image of the 
military, they are not generally considered public diplomacy since their primary 
audience is domestic.  

Building Partnership Capacity

One of the most challenging types of activity to classify as public diplomacy or not are 
activities known as “Building Partnership Capacity.”  Building Partnership Capacity 
is the current term for activities that used to be called security cooperation, and it 
may even stray in to the broader concept of peacetime engagement.30  Some would 
include humanitarian assistance within the realm of Building Partnership Capacity.  
This report uses Building Partnership Capacity (BPC) as an umbrella term capturing 
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those activities intended to train, equip, advise, or assist a foreign country’s military or 
population for an operational or strategic purpose.31  

Some BPC activities are explicitly undertaken to affect people’s opinion of the United 
States.  The easiest examples are the Regional Centers run by the Defense Department.32  
These five geographically focused centers are clearly public diplomacy-like activities.  
Their legislative charter says each “serves as a forum for bilateral and multilateral 
research, communication, and exchange of ideas involving military and civilian 
participants.”33  And the National Defense University Foundation describes them as 
“one of the key strategic communication tools to explain US government security 
policy in the world and to obtain feedback on US policies from other countries.”34  
These descriptions add up to public diplomacy.

The Defense Department also runs the Regional Counterterrorism Fellows Program 
(CTFP) and other training and exchanges.  The CTFP was created shortly after 9/11 
to fund counterterrorism training and education for foreign personnel.35  The State 
Department classifies its exchanges and fellowship programs as public diplomacy, 
so this program also should be included as a Defense Department public diplomacy 
activity.  The Defense Department also has a role in other exchanges and training for 
foreign military personnel, including as part of foreign military financing and sales.  
Finally, the Defense Department executes the International Military Education and 
Training.  This program is managed and funded by the State Department, though.  The 
State Department does not list it as a public diplomacy activity even though it is parallel 
to other exchange programs that do have that label.  

Other BPC programs have an even more complex relationship to public diplomacy.  
Some have specific goals unrelated to public diplomacy: international research and 
development, counternarcotic programs, and cooperation with the Russian Federation 
to reduce residual nuclear threats.   Some are focused on more traditional diplomacy 
or military-to-military engagements: Iraq and Afghanistan Security Forces Funds, 
Section 1206 Global Train and Equip, NATO Support, Coalition Support Fund, Lift 
and Sustain, Warsaw Initiative Fund, and Section 1208 Support to Foreign Forces, and 
the Pakistan Counterinsurgency Fund.36  

Still other BPC programs are not specifically for public diplomacy but are designed to 
allow greater flexibility and discretion so public diplomacy considerations might be 
weighted when employing them.  Those could include the Combatant Commanders 
Initiative Fund, Overseas Humanitarian, Disaster, and Civic Aid, or even Joint/
Combined Exchange Training.  US Navy hospital ships responded to the 2004 Indonesian 
earthquake in an especially notable example, and that increased Indonesians favorable 
opinions of the United States. Since then, many have explicitly called for using hospital 
ships and other resources to improve public opinion of the United States.  Doing so 
would seem to push these activities toward public diplomacy.37  A similar example is 
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using construction units to build wells or other projects that improve people’s lives and 
presumably influence them.38  

The program hardest to classify is the Commander’s Emergency Response Program 
(CERP).  CERP enables “US Commanders to respond to urgent humanitarian relief and 
reconstruction requirements within their Area of Responsibility (AOR) by carrying out 
programs that will immediately assist the indigenous population.”39  Many commanders 
view this as a tool to win hearts and minds, a public diplomacy-like activity.40  They have 
used it for widely varying purposes, from compensating families when their homes 
are damaged to painting murals alongside an Iraqi highway.41  Still the program is not 
formally described as a strategic communication program, and its frequently tactical 
usage makes it difficult to rule it in or out as a whole.

Most of these activities are communicating actions – like everything the Defense 
Department does – but are not dedicated to public diplomacy.  But they clearly are 
cusp cases, related to public diplomacy effects though not dedicated to them. Their 
blurriness helps drive the ongoing discussion about what role the Defense Department 
and the US government should play in influencing foreign audiences and how to do so.  
But strictly cataloging the Defense Department’s public diplomacy-like activities means 
not counting these programs—save the Regional Centers and fellowships—because 
they are not dedicated to the mission.  That judgment is circumstantial, however, and 
these activities should be reviewed again when considered for any other purpose, as 
even a slight change in focus would give them a public diplomacy effect.

Military Information Support Operations (MISO)

Psychological Operations (PSYOP) or Military Information Support Operations is 
another element of the military relevant to this research.  In 2010, the Secretary of 
Defense ratified a decision to change the title of these missions from the traditional 
psychological operations to Military Information Support Operations (MISO).  This 
transition was simply a name change.42  We will refer to it as MISO.  But MISO itself 
is a broad term.  Doctrinally it is a component of Information Operations but, unlike 
everything else under that umbrella, MISO is closely connected to public diplomacy.  
The Department of Defense defined MISO—then psychological operations—in  its 
2010 Consolidated Report on Information Operations as “planned operations to convey 
selected information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their emotions, 
motives, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign governments, 
organizations, groups, and individuals. The purpose of psychological operations 
is to induce or reinforce foreign attitudes and behavior favorable to the originator’s 
objectives.”  

The bulk of MISO activities are predominantly tactical activities meant to support 
specific military commanders in specific situations.  They include leaflet drops and 
localized radio broadcasts to inform adversary forces of how to surrender safely, advise 
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civilians on how to avoid battlefield risk, or explain local US military operations in 
a favorable light.  No MISO can be categorically called tactical since all influence 
operations can have strategic effects, but most MISO is closer to the tactical end of the 
spectrum than the strategic.43   These activities are not like public diplomacy.

The US has several MISO units: the Army’s 4th and 8th Military Information 
Support Groups based at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, the Army Reserve’s 2nd and 7th 
Psychological Operation Groups, and the Pennsylvania Air National Guard’s 193rd 
Special Operations Wing, which flies the modified C-130 aircraft that serve as mobile 
broadcast platforms, called Commando Solo.44 Personnel account for the vast majority 
of MISO spending in 2012.  The Army’s active personnel number about 2,300, the 
reservists about 5,700, and 1-1,500 for the Air Force unit.45   Altogether, at least 9,000 
service-members likely contribute to this work.  Roughly $475 million went to these 
service-members’ salaries and benefits that year.  Congress appropriated at least another 
$40 million for procurement and research.  In total the mission cost over $500 million.  
Most would consider MISO to predominantly be a traditional military mission, though 
definitely a cusp case for public diplomacy-like activities.

Clearly Public Diplomacy-Like Activities

Voice and Trans-Regional Web Initiative 

In contrast to the traditional and more tactical MISO capabilities is a program that 
is essentially strategic and very like public diplomacy. Special Operations Command 
(SOCOM) and the Geographic Combatant Commands are substantially invested 
in multi-year programs whose core is a series of news websites built for civilians in 
regions around the world.  Also included are “information support” teams deployed 
to Embassies around the globe and a centralized planning cell based at SOCOM’s 
headquarters.  COCOMs have centered the program around named VOICE operations 
and SOCOM ties them closely to the Trans Regional Web and Magazine Initiatives.46    

The Senate Armed Services Committee described the Trans Regional Web Initiative as 
an “initiative under which USSOCOM establishes and maintains news and information 
websites in support of the geographic combatant command’s (GCC) countering violent 
extremism objectives.”47  SOCOM further explained it in an October 2008 contract 
solicitation: 

Content shall include but is not limited to original features, news, sports, 
entertainment, economics, politics, cultural reports, business, and similar 
items of interest to targeted readers…

Content will be oriented to the appropriate target audiences and will 
convey the messages and achieve the objectives identified by the respective 
[combatant commands] and USSOCOM (JMISC) in applicable [concept of 
operations]…48
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Under this part of SOCOM’s synchronizing umbrella are COCOM operations that share 
the general designator “VOICE:”  Operation OBJECTIVE VOICE in Africa Command,  
Operation EARNEST VOICE in Central Command, Operation ASSURED VOICE in 
European Command, Operation CLEAR VOICE in Northern Command, Operation 
RELIANT VOICE in Pacific Command, and Operation SOVEREIGN VOICE in 
Southern Command.49  General Charles Wald, then-Deputy Commander of European 
Command, explained VOICE in a EUCOM context.  “USEUCOM’s [information 
operations] efforts consist of a wide variety of actions across many discrete lines of 
operation, being executed across the theater under the umbrella of Operation Assured 
Voice,” he indicated.  “The operation consists of a collection of specific programs, 
including military information support teams, Web-based initiatives, and collaboration 
with private industry throughout the area of responsibility.”50

Public media websites are the core of VOICE operations.  They provide original 
reporting and content tailored to specific regions and audiences in order to express the 
United States and its operations in a positive light.51  Six are readily available:

Website Region COCOM URL

South East  
European Times Balkans EUCOM www.setimes.com

Magharebia Trans-Sahara/ 
N. Africa AFRICOM www.magharebia.com

Mawtani  
al-Shorfa Iraq CENTCOM www.mawtani.al-shorfa.com

Al-Shorfa Middle East CENTCOM www.al-shorfa.com

Central Asia Online Central Asia/ 
Pakistan CENTCOM www.centralasiaonline.com

Info sur Hoy Latin America SOUTHCOM www.infosurhoy.com

And this may not be all of them.  The Pentagon’s 2011 budget request alluded to eight 
sites, meaning that two more – likely belonging to PACOM and NORTHCOM – may be 
active but not yet identified.52  Also in the public domain are publications wrapped up 
into the “Trans Regional Magazine Initiative.”  SOUTHCOM’s Dialogo, PACOM’s Asia-
Pacific Defence Forum, and EUCOM’s Per Concordiam are publicly-available online, 
while CENTCOM’s Unipath and AFRICOM’s Africa Defence Forum do not appear to 
be.   Unlike the websites, which have the strong appearance of civilian journalism, these 
magazines are prominently acknowledged by the combatant commands and seem 
to define their audience as foreign military partners interested in the trade and the 
profession.
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Beyond just the websites and magazines, “Military Information Support Teams” appear 
to be part of VOICE operations. These teams are small, usually four to ten military 
personnel, and they operate out of US embassies to conduct public diplomacy-like 
activities.  SOCOM’s chief described them in a March 2011 hearing before the Senate 
Armed Services Committee:  

Outside the areas of conflict, SOCOM deploys Military Information 
Support Teams (MISTs) to countries supporting military objectives to erode 
support for extremist ideologies and deter tacit and active support for VEOs 
[violent extremist organizations]. Deployed at the request of both the GCC 
[geographic Combatant Commander] and the respective US Ambassador, 
MISTs provide the GCCs with a direct engagement tool to improve partner 
nation capabilities to combat VEOs and resist the spread of their associated 
ideologies.53  

As of March 2012, 22 of these teams are deployed around the world.54

The program also includes what can best be described as a centralized planning cell.  
Originally called the Joint Psychological Operations Support Element, it began as 
centrally-located surge capacity for the COCOMs and evolved into a cell coordinating 
strategic messages at SOCOM headquarters.  A later section of this report provides a 
more detailed explanation of this cell and the entire program’s development over the 
last decade or so.55  

This program’s budget is parceled out between the COCOMs and SOCOM.  The 
Defense Department publishes these figures annually but without disaggregating 
them or defining anything else that might be included.  Costs for SOCOM’s top-level 
coordinating role have dropped from $168 million in 2009 to just over $50 million in 
2012.  Five of the combatant command programs have ranged in annual cost from $1 
to $6 million, though EUCOM’s program ran at the $8 million level from 2009 to 2012.  
Table 1 provides a summary of the funding over the last five years by COCOM.  

CENTCOM, which has responsibility for the Middle East, has averaging almost $30 
million a year since 2009, a substantially larger program than the other COCOMs.  
That triples EUCOM’s cost, is 10-20 times that of the other COCOMs, and suggests 
activities beyond just those described here.  A CENTCOM spokesperson has 
acknowledged broader efforts than just the news websites: “The technology supports 
classified blogging activities on foreign-language websites to enable CENTCOM to 
counter violent extremist and enemy propaganda outside the US.”56  CENTCOM’s 
funding has switched back and forth between base budget funding and war funding 
in the past five years.  In FY09, its funding was provided in the accounts dedicated to 
funding war operations.  Importantly, this funding is not likely to have been funding 
specifically for Iraq or Afghanistan, as a separate line displays that funding.  This 
is not particularly unusual.  The war accounts are used in other areas to fund other 
operations outside of Iraq and Afghanistan, usually related to counterterrorism.   In 
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FY10, Congress moved CENTCOM’s funding for these programs back into the base 
budget, suggesting the programs are enduring programs, programs that are expected 
to continue even after the United States withdraws from both Iraq and Afghanistan.57  
This report did not research these specific activities in any further detail but these 
clues suggest CENTCOM’s programs may be fundamentally different than the other 
combatant commands, though it also includes the elements described here such as the 
websites listed above.  

Outside of CENTCOM, SOCOM’s and the other combatant command’s programs 
seem to be composed of the three pieces described above: public media websites, MIST 
teams, and a centralized planning cell.  

Programs Specific to Iraq and Afghanistan

The Defense Department also breaks out funding in the war zones of Iraq and 
Afghanistan.  It is significantly larger than the other programs’, exceeding their 
combined value every year and doubling their funding in 2010.  

Including these wartime figures in the same category as these other programs indicates 
that they fund public diplomacy-like activities.  The Defense Department does not 
account for the things within them in an unclassified form, but they likely include the 
programs that fueled the media firestorm and first brought attention to the Defense 

Table 1: Budget Authority for VOICE Operations, TRWI,  
and Other Public-Diplomacy-Like Military Activities

FY2009  
Actual

FY2010 
Actual

FY2011  
Actual

FY2012  
Enacted

FY2013  
Request

Africa Command $1.8 $4.8 $5.7 $4.8 $3.0

Central Command $32.9 $31.4 $25.4 $23.8 $29.4

European Command $8.1 $8.8 $8.2 $8.8 $3.0

Northern Command $1.6 $1.2 $4.2 $4.0 $1.5

Pacific Command $0.0 $6.0 $5.5 $4.0 $2.0

Southern Command $0.0 $4.7 $8.1 $4.6 $3.0

Special Operations 
Command $168.4 $108.7 $84.7 $53.8 $58.9

Iraq and Afghanistan $364.0 $328.7 $150.3 $121.2 $122.8
 
Souce: Department of Defense Operations and Maintenance Overview Books, FY11-13
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Department’s public diplomacy-like activities.  Still this report does not focus on 
these activities, partly because secrecy makes them opaque but also because war zone 
activities are inherently self-limiting.  They still are public diplomacy-like activities but, 
unlike TRWI and VOICE operations, they’re limited to these countries and less like to 
endure when conflict ebbs.  

Comparing these Programs to Civilian Agency Public Diplomacy Activities
Two top-level conclusions about the Defense Department’s public diplomacy-like 
activities are most important. These activities have not diffused throughout the Defense 
Department – but they are a significant part of SOCOM’s and the COCOM’s work 
via the Trans-Regional Web Initiative and VOICE operations.  One measure of that 
significance is scale.  The following section briefly reviews public diplomacy efforts 
at the State Department and Broadcasting Board of Governors, both successors to the 
dissolved US Information Agency, to provide a scale by which to measure the Defense 
Department’s activities.  Making this comparison demonstrates that the Defense 
Department’s activities are significant but that they do not eclipse civilian efforts. 

The State Department provides an annual summary of the resources it devotes to Public 
Diplomacy.  Those resources divide into two basic categories: centers and exchanges, 
and information-based public diplomacy.  

State Department exchanges are primarily run through the Education and Cultural 
Exchange Programs and are meant “to foster mutual understanding through people-to-
people exchange programs.”58  This also includes the Eisenhower Exchange Fellowship 
Program and Israeli Arab Scholarship program, both of which are provided funding 
from interest in trust funds and total less than $1 million each.  The centers are the 
National Endowment for Democracy, which strengthens democratic institutions, and 
the East-West Center, which promotes relationships with the Asia-Pacific region.  The 
State Department considers everything in this category to be public diplomacy.  Total 
funding in FY12 was $732 million.  

The State Department also oversees and funds International Military Education and 
Training (IMET), though the Department of Defense administers the program.  IMET’s 
focus on training normally excludes it from public diplomacy, but one of the training 
goals is similar to civilian exchange programs: “to develop a common understanding 
of shared international challenges, including terrorism, and fosters the relationships 
necessary to counter those challenges in a collaborative manner.”  IMET was funded at 
$106 million in FY12.  

This is far from all of the US’ international exchange programs.  So many other 
government agencies sponsor them that an interagency working group was set up 
in 1997 to monitor and coordinate the programs.  That group’s mission helpfully 
includes providing an annual inventory of government-wide international exchange 
programs.  It found 246 different international exchange and training programs across 
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63 government agencies in FY10.59  Not including exchanges run by the Departments 
of State or Defense, these exchanges cost $692 million in FY10.  

Information-based public diplomacy includes the Foreign Service officers who 
specialize in public diplomacy, local staff of public affairs sections worldwide, and 
post budget for programming. 60  Public Affairs should be distinct, as indicated in 
the Defense Department section, but separating the two here is complicated by the 
State Department’s decision to lump them together.  Finally, the State Department 
also maintains the Bureau of International Information Programs (IIP). IIP is the 
central coordinator of the State Department tools and resources for public diplomacy 
information, including providing website support and publishing magazines in various 
languages. Together these activities totaled $485 million in 2012.  

The Broadcasting Board of Governors (BBG) was created to oversee the US’s 
international broadcasting efforts prior to the dissolution of the US Information 
Agency (USIA) and gained its independence with USIA’s dissolution.  BBG oversees 
the five US government-run media activities: the Voice of America, Radio Free Europe/
Radio Liberty, Radio Free Asia, the Office of Cuba Broadcasting, and the Middle East 
Broadcast Networks.  These activities represent the historical effort from the Cold War 
to broadcast truthful information into closed societies and are one of the most common 
conceptions of public diplomacy.  The international broadcasting budget was $750 
million in 2012.  

IMET*Other USG Centers 
and Exchanges

Department of  State 
Centers and Exchanges

DoD Centers 
and Exchanges

$692M $883M $134M$103M

Chart 1: US Government International Centers and Exchanges

* IMET: International Military Education and Training, managed by State but executed by DoD

Source: FY2011 Annual Report, Interagency Working Group on US Government-Sponsored International Exchanges 
and Training; FY10 data including all USG funding.
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CERP
($400M)

CCIF
($46M)

OHDACA
($108M)

Other BPC ($14.4B)

Other Information Operations (~$1–10B)

Broadcasting Board of 
Governors ($751M)

Voice & TRWI
($225M)

State Info-based 
Public Diplomacy

($469M)

Recruiting 
Advertising 

($632M)

Public Affairs 
(~$781M)

Military Information 
Support Operations

(~$500M)*

Acronyms

TRWI: Trans-Regional Web Initiative 

CERP: Commander’s Emergency Response 
Program

OHDACA: Overseas Humanitartian, Disaster, 
and Civic Assistance

CCIF: Combatant Commanders 
Initiative Fund

BPC: Building Partnership Capacity

Legend

DoD Public Diplomacy

DoD related activities

Civilian Public Diplomacy

DoD plausible activities

*Includes military personnel costs, whereas other 
activities do not.
Source: FY13 Congressional Budget Justi�cations

Chart 2: US Information-Based Public Diplomacy-Like Activites
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The sense of scale provided by this brief review of civilian agencies’ budgets supports 
either of two widely divergent conclusions. Using an inclusive definition that 
incorporates public affairs and advertising, without even considering electronic warfare 
and security cooperation, the Defense Department spends about the same as the 
civilian total, $1.9 billion a year. A narrow definition, on the other hand, would exclude 
these activities.  The Defense Department still devotes significant resources to public 
diplomacy-like activities from this perspective but the gap is wider. Specifically, the 
Defense Department spends $225 million compared to a combined total of $1.2 billion 
between the State Department and the Broadcasting Board of Governors.  In relative 
terms, that is about half the amount the State Department spends on information -based 
public diplomacy and just under a third what the Broadcasting Board of Governors 
spends.  Importantly, half of the Defense Department tally is devoted solely to Iraq and 
Afghanistan, suggesting it is not as enduring as State Department or BBG programs.  

The Defense Department has significant activities that resemble public diplomacy.  At 
the same time, those activities do not exceed civilian efforts, nor are they as broad and 
diffuse the headlines may have suggested.  Instead they are concentrated in a specific 
program, albeit a robust one, and activities within Iraq and Afghanistan. 



 Part II

Tracing Efforts to Institutionalize Public Diplomacy-like 
Activities in the Defense Department

The Defense Department’s involvement in public diplomacy-like activities is a story 
with two parts.  On one hand, efforts to institutionalize ‘information operations’ 
throughout the Department of Defense failed.  Institutionalization is the permanent 
moving of resources –  funding or personnel – and that did not happen.  On the other 
hand, several efforts consolidated into a single substantial and coherent program during 
the same time period.  Understanding this outcome begins with a more detailed history 
of how the two parallel strands developed.  

The Push and Failure for Broader Information Operations Institutionalization
Despite a concerted effort especially in the first half of the last decade, public diplomacy-
like activities failed to take root throughout the Defense Department.  This effort began 
with the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), the Bush administration’s first 
significant strategy document and one built under Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld.  
It explicitly stressed Information Operations: “The QDR highlights both the imperative 
for the United States to maintain an unsurpassed capability to conduct information 
operations, as well as the need to strengthen US capabilities in these areas.”61  And it did 
so under the heading of “Transformation Initiatives” as part of the section “Creating 
the US Military of the 21st Century,” emphasizing that these were capabilities the new 
administration meant to redirect the military toward.  But this focus on ‘Information 
Operations’ accepted the existing doctrinal definition and thus it also conflated efforts 
to influence audiences with more technical capabilities like computer network defense 
and offense.  That should come as little surprise given the historical moment  —the 
internet was still relatively new, and Information Operations captured the growing 
recognition of its power and vulnerabilities.62  Despite this confusion, the 2001 QDR 
clearly did include public diplomacy-like activities via a reference to “the capability to 
influence perceptions.”63

One month later, the Defense Department created the Office of Strategic Influence.64  
This office marked the beginning of the Pentagon’s attempts to institutionalize public 
diplomacy-like activities.  It had dedicated people and resources, as well as future 
plans that included empowering it to direct resources belonging to other offices.  But 
it was short-lived, a casualty of biting press coverage a few months later.  Tellingly, 
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one observer blamed this collapse not on the public furor, but on internal Defense 
Department politics: “In a classic example of the internecine battles that have always 
plagued strategic influence, OSI was sabotaged internally within [the Defense 
Department] and abolished by Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld less than five 
months after its establishment.”65  Thus the Defense Department’s first and most explicit 
institutionalization of public diplomacy-like activities ended quickly, though Secretary 
Rumsfeld unrepentantly said the activities must continue and the formal role was 
transferred to a smaller, but apparently ineffective, office.66 

Two years later the Defense Department more thoroughly revisited the 2001 QDR’s 
imperative the release of the 2003 Information Operations Roadmap.  The 2003 
Roadmap took 78 pages to cover what the 2001 QDR covered in half a page and provided 
“the Department with a plan to advance the goal of information operations as a core 
military competency.”  As with the QDR, the 2003 Roadmap again grouped both the 
technical, computer network-based elements of information operations in with public 
diplomacy-like activities, but it also explicitly addressed the relationship between 
psychological operations (now MISO), public affairs, and public diplomacy.  Ten of 
the 2003 Roadmap’s 57 recommendations for improving Information Operations were 
directed at psychological operations and public diplomacy-like activities.  Another 
14 included psychological operations as part of broader positions on Information 
Operations policy, resources, and people.  Appendix I lists each of them.     

Yet despite this focus, many of these recommendations were never institutionalized.  
The Department of Defense Inspector General found in 2009 that “Although DoD has 
made strides in advancing IO as a core military competency, deficiencies and shortfalls 
remain in the oversight management processes.”67  More specifically, it stated: 

The DoD “Information Operations Roadmap,” October 30, 2003, provided 
DoD with a plan to advance the goal of having IO as a core military 
competency. It outlined 57 recommendations specific to IO and assigned 
responsibility for them to various DoD Component heads, all reporting to 
the Deputy Secretary of Defense. USD(I) officials stated to us that the related 
and collateral joint responsibilities hindered enforcing implementation of the 
2003 recommendations, and as a result, USD(I) closed them and identified 
current deficiencies in the IO career force.

The 2003 Roadmap was over as a guidance document just six years after its release., 
though some of its relevant recommendations had been achieved.  The Deputy 
Secretary of Defense issued a 2004 memorandum designating the Navy Post-Graduate 
School’s Information Operations Center of Excellence as the Department’s center of 
excellence.68  A November 2005 Defense Department Directive created the Under 
Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and designated him as the lead for information 
operations.69  A new doctrinal publication on information operations, JP 3-13, came 
out in 2006.70   And in 2007 a Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Instruction laid out a Joint 
Information Operations Policy that fulfilled 5 of the 14 broad recommendations.71   
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Progress ended here.  The rest of the general recommendations, including the Roadmap’s 
cornerstone ideas, were not fulfilled.  No budget category (“virtual major force program”) 
was created, and no information operations career force was established.72  So though 
the definitions and documents were produced, no money or people were moved.  These 
are the essence of institutionalization, and they did not occur.

The 2006 QDR was next to take up the issue, this time under the rubric of strategic 
communication.  The document itself included page talking about the importance of 
strategic communication, and it also launched a new roadmap for strategic communi-
cation.  This Strategic Communication Roadmap was released in September 2006.  

The 2006 Roadmap focused on institutionalizing a process within the Defense 
Department, defining roles and responsibilities, and properly resourcing.   But only four 
of 40 tasks under the properly resourcing objective refer to psychological operations 
despite its prominence in the earlier 2003 Roadmap.  The rest primarily addressed 
Public Affairs.  This reflected a 2006 QDR decision to treat psychological operations as 
within the Special Operations Command’s remit, where the mission had been housed 
since 1987.  

The 2006 QDR provided the strategic justification for a significant expansion of 
SOCOM, calling for an overall increase of 15 percent and specific increases for many 
of its components.  Psychological operations were no exception, with a call for a 
33-percent increase.  This wealth of resources drove most psychological operations 
conversations out of strategic communication and back into special operations.  
Certainly recommendations from the 2003 Roadmap like “enhance the current 
[psychological operations] force structure” and “modernize [psychological operations] 
force capabilities” were rolled in.  This expansion of SOCOM is an institutional 
inflection point to which we will return to later. 

The most dramatic of the 2006 Roadmap’s relevant tasks was to “create a DoD Strategic 
Communication Integration Group.”73  Many of the other Roadmap tasks were assigned 
to this new, centralized group.  The SCIG was formally chartered in September 2006 
as a collection of senior leaders, and it had subordinate bodies of staff.74  Following this 
formal entity, the next year the Under Secretary for Policy created a Deputy Assistant 
Secretary for Support to Public Diplomacy (DASD/SPD) as another formal office for 
public diplomacy-like guidance.  

The SCIG and DASD/SPD were signature events in the Defense Department’s push to 
institutionalize public diplomacy-like activities.  But within two years of their founding 
each of these offices had been closed.  The SCIG was shuttered in 2008. 75  DASD/
SPD closed in 2009 because “Experience proved, however, that a DASD-level office was 
not an effective means for ensuring high-level attention to improving policy-driven 
strategic communication, and in March 2009 that office was disestablished.”76 Replacing 
these more formal bodies was an advisor to the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 
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that chaired a “semiformal body” that uses “a softer, voluntary collaborative approach.”77  
Semiformal, softer, and voluntary are hardly words of institutionalization.  

Closing those offices marked the end and the failure of a nearly decade long effort 
to institutionalize public diplomacy-like activities throughout most of the Defense 
Department.  The Defense Department remains concerned about making sure that its 
communications are strategic, but there are no institutionalized public diplomacy-like 
activities diffused through the Department.  

The Rise of a Consolidated Program
In contrast to the failure of broader efforts to institutionalize public diplomacy-like 
activities throughout the Defense Department, the umbrella program run by SOCOM 
has become more consolidated and more distinct over the same time period.  

This story takes many twists, including multiple name changes.  Still three activities 
pop up over and over, and they remain distinct and relatively constant even as their 
names change and their performance varies.  The three activities are: 

1. Military-run news websites, magazines and related activities to influence foreign 
audiences.

2. A strategic planning cell to coordinate these and other messages.

3. Small teams of military personnel deployed to mostly non-war zone countries 
to do ‘information operations’ known as MIST teams (Military Information 
Support Teams).

The story of the first activity, military-run websites, starts in the 1999 Kosovo conflict 
when EUCOM set up a website, Balkan-info.com, to counter Serbian nationalist 
rhetoric.78 This first website served only as an aggregator, posting news stories and 
information developed elsewhere.  By 2002, however, the website had grown into 
Southeast European Times with original reporting and content.79  

In 2003 EUCOM’s area of operations still included nearly all of Africa, and it began 
operations in the Trans-Sahara region of North Africa to preempt terrorists that might 
take advantage of ungoverned terrain in Chad, Mali, Mauritania, and Niger.80  Drawing 
on its Balkan experience, in 2004 EUCOM created another website, Magharebia, to 
provide similar original reporting and information tailored to the Trans-Sahara region.  
By 2006, EUCOM was grouping both websites under an operation it called ASSURED 
VOICE and was including in it what were known as Military Information Support 
Teams (MIST).81  

MIST has been used as a term as far back as a 1994 Army field manual, though at the 
time it clearly referred to traditional and tactical MISO.82  It began taking its current 
shape after 9-11, when these small teams were deployed to embassies around the world 
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to contribute to strategic or public diplomacy-like engagement.  Eighteen of them were 
active by 2006, although their relationship to the embassy and what they were supposed 
to achieve remained unclear.83  

A strategic planning cell also was active during this time.  The 2003 Information 
Operations roadmap noted that internal defense guidance had called for “creation 
of a ‘strategic’ PSYOP unit.”84  The charge included coordinating with the combatant 
commands, Joint Staff, and the Office of the Secretary of Defense to “ensure…
integration with overall US Government themes and messages,” with tasks focused 
on centrally produced, higher quality, but still traditional MISO operations.  The 
Information Operations Roadmap directed the creation of this cell and dubbed it 
the Joint Psychological Support Element (JPSE).  Contrary to the Roadmap’s intent, 
however,  its tendency towards traditional MISO operations was clearly pronounced by 
2005.85  The SOCOM commander told Congress that he had envisioned “that we would 
stand up some teams that I could send to other geographic combatant commanders or 
a functional combatant commander, where we could send him some expertise to help 
say, this is what leaflets look like, this is how you develop them, these are the themes 
that are approved.”86  Echoing this sentiment, an outside observer in 2005 noted that the 
JPSE had become too focused on traditional, tactical MISO, and suggested to fulfill the 
2003 roadmap’s intent a new organization would need to be created.87  

All three of these activities—the websites, MIST teams, and JPSE—would start moving 
towards each other in 2004.  The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs testified in 2004 that the 
Department of Defense would recommend assigning SOCOM the role of coordinating 
all Defense Department actions against terrorist networks.  As part of this new 
assignment, he said that SOCOM had received approval in March of that year to unify 
and “synchronize psychological operations across regional boundaries in support of 
the War on Terrorism.”  This mission became part of what was called the trans-regional 
psychological operations program, which apparently already included the MIST teams.88  
Leaving its tendencies toward more traditional and tactical psychological operations, 
JPSE was to be the focal point for these programs.  A year later, JPSE was the lead 
for SOCOM to place messages in “newspapers, websites, radio, television and “novelty 
items” such as T-shirts and bumper stickers” worldwide.89  The Defense Science Board 
in 2008 stated that SOCOM had expanded its program under the auspices of JPSE, 
including deployed MIST teams.90  Most importantly, SOCOM’s website initiative was 
run by JPSE as well.

SOCOM had become the synchronizer not just of the broader war on terror, but the 
websites like those that had first developed in EUCOM.  In August 2007, the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense signed a memorandum providing guidance for “combatant 
command regional websites tailored to foreign audiences,” just like the ones EUCOM 
had been running since 2002.91  Most importantly, though the memo authorized the 
regional combatant commands to run such websites, it also said that “Combatant 
commanders will synchronize all website material designed to support Global War on 
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Terrorism objectives or counter ideological support for terrorism with the US Special 
Operations Command.”  Four new websites launched in the next year.  And in October 
2008, SOCOM issued a draft request for proposal stating that it was “developing an 
Internet architecture, the Trans-Regional Web Initiative, which Combatant Commands 
can use as necessary in support of the Global War on Terror.”92  A year and a half later, 
NORTHCOM, PACOM, and SOUTHCOM all had requested funding for VOICE 
operations.  As a final step in this consolidation, in July 2010, EUCOM’s original websites, 
Southeast European Times and Magharebia, moved under SOCOM’s umbrella.93  

Before the websites were brought under SOCOM’s umbrella, JPSE had tended toward 
traditional and tactical MISO despite hopes it would serve as a strategic focal point, 
likely because such a vague mission did not provide enough guidance to establish day 
to day tasks.  But all of a sudden JPSE had a daily, and strategic, job with the addition of 
the websites.  In 2007, as SOCOM gains responsibility for synchronizing the websites 
and creates the Trans-Regional Web Initiative, JPSE is turned into a formal command, 
Joint Military Information Support Command.94  

Every COCOM has or is pursuing a VOICE operation by 2010, and they fall under 
the umbrella program run by SOCOM and coordinated by the strategic planning cell 
at SOCOM headquarters.95  In contrast to the Defense Department’s failed efforts 
at broader institutionalization, the websites flourished and were centralized under 
SOCOM’s management.  These two contrasting threads support the concerns about the 
Defense Department’s outsized role in public diplomacy-like activities, yet also serve to 
dampen fears.  Most of the Defense Department has not embraced public diplomacy-
like activities.  Sorting out why these two different outcomes resulted can help us 
understand which trend is likely to grow.  

Why Institutionalization Failed,  
Yet the Web Programs Consolidated

This catalog and tracing of Defense Department public diplomacy-like activities 
includes two separate and even competing narratives.  In one storyline, little success is 
made institutionalizing an effort to more proactively conduct ‘information operations.’  
In the other, disparate programs, including ones unconnected to the push for more 
‘information operations,’ consolidate into a single, relatively cohesive program.  This 
contrast is easier explained than it may first appear. 

Most concerns about the Defense Department’s public diplomacy-like activities are 
rooted in an implicit theory of public organizations: agencies always want to expand.96  
This implicit theory has two flaws.  

First, the Defense Department is not a unitary actor.  Rather it is a federation of somewhat 
autonomous organizations grouped under two different functions: administrative and 
operational.  The Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of 1986 
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clarified these two lines of authority.  On the administrative side, authority runs from the 
President to the Secretary of Defense to the secretaries of the three military departments, 
which are comprised of the four military services: the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and 
the Marine Corps.  The services are responsible for organizing, training, and equipping 
forces.  While nominally headed by the Secretary of their military department, the 
four star uniformed chiefs have greater authority in practice.  On the operational 
side, authority runs from the President to the Secretary of Defense to the uniformed 
combatant commanders, who are responsible for conducting military operations.  There 
are geographic combatant commands—Africa, Central, European, Northern, Pacific, 
Southern, Northern Commands—and functional combatant commands—Strategic, 
Transportation, and Special Operations Commands.  The organizations within these 
two lines of authority have different incentives and different goals.  

Second, though some bureaucracies do want to expand, not all do.  James Q. Wilson 
noted this empirical flaw and provided a correcting explanation:

The view that all bureaus want larger budgets ignores the fact that there is 
often a tradeoff between bigger budgets on the one hand and the complexity 
of tasks, the number of rivals, and the multiplicity of constraints on the other.  
All else being equal, big budgets are better than small.  But all else is not equal.  
Part of the ‘all else’ I call autonomy…Budget increases that threaten to reduce 
agency autonomy are often but not always resisted.97  

These points help explain why the military services did not institutionalize ‘information 
operations’ even as the COCOMs pursued websites and SOCOM centralized them.  

The Military Services
Long histories have made the military services into strong organizations with established 
and tight senses of mission, which they are loath to clutter. The services have built these 
missions over many years.  The youngest—the Air Force—is formally 65 years old, with 
another 40 years of antecedent development.  The others are hundreds of years old.  
They have a mechanism, their promotion system, to build dedication to those missions 
throughout the organization.  The system’s primary requirement for promotion is 
time since the last promotion, and those that do not move “up” through continued 
promotion are sent “out,” forced to leave the service. 98    These two aspects combine 
to create a personnel system that fosters deep loyalty to the services’ organizations 
and culture.  And these strong missions have galvanized reliable external support.  
Americans hold the most confidence in the military of any American institution.99 Over 
time, this external support has made the military services resource rich.  Not only does 
the Department of Defense have more funding than any other government agency, 
each of the Military Departments –Army, Navy, and Air Force – all individually have 
greater discretionary budgets than any other government agency.100   The services have 
little to gain and a lot to lose in changing their mission.  They are more concerned about 
preserving their autonomy than expanding.  
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If the services were to embrace public diplomacy-like activities, they would take on a 
vague and complex task that does not directly correspond to their primary mission, 
move themselves into a space that the State Department claims, and open themselves 
to additional constraints—not least from their political masters.  Secretary Rumsfeld’s 
push to better conduct information operations was explicitly a part of his agenda to 
“transform US armed forces,” and that was a direct challenge to the military services’ 
prerogatives.101   Indeed, information operations posed the risk of not just a one-time 
loss but of an enduring reason to insert political considerations into almost anything the 
military services did.  If the question was what bomb is best to use, the military enjoys 
highly asymmetric expertise compared to their political masters.  But if the question 
is how best to influence a foreign audience, a political appointee might claim as much 
expertise as a military officer, or more.102  We should not be surprised that the military 
services did little to incorporate public diplomacy into those areas they control, like 
building career paths or changing their doctrine.  

Regional Combatant Commands
The COCOMs are very different organizations.  Some have long histories, like PACOM 
and EUCOM, but they do not generate significant organizational loyalties.  Almost 
everyone who works for a COCOM does so temporarily and has a greater loyalty 
elsewhere—usually their parent service. 

COCOMs also have weak external support.  For the regional commands, they may build 
relationships with the governments or militaries in their region.   And, provided they 
are not pushing the military services somewhere they do not want to go, geographic 
commands can usually rely on the institutional military’s weight.  Their primary 
support, however, derives from the President whose foreign policy they are executing.  

But that support is unreliable because it is hard for the President to explain what he 
wants from them.  The result is a vague mission.  Here is EUCOM’s: “The mission of 
the US European Command is to conduct military operations, international military 
engagement, and interagency partnering to enhance transatlantic security and defend 
the United States forward.”  And CENTCOM’s: “With national and international 
partners, US Central Command promotes cooperation among nations, responds to 
crises, and deters or defeats state and nonstate aggression, and supports development 
and, when necessary, reconstruction in order to establish the conditions for regional 
security, stability, and prosperity.” These goals are open-ended—hard to measure and 
hard to build specific tasks around.  On the whole, their success depends on political 
conditions far more than traditional military action.  

Just as we should not be surprised the military services shy away from public diplomacy-
like activities, we should not be surprised that COCOMs embrace them.  Already stuck 
with vague and inherently political missions that embroil them with White House 
officials and diplomats, they lose little by embracing public diplomacy and may even 
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increase their autonomy by lessening their dependence on external organizations like 
the State Department.  

SOCOM
Finally, we must consider one other organization separately: the Special Operations 
Command (SOCOM).  SOCOM is unique within the Department of Defense.  
Formally a unified combatant command, it differs from all others in that its charter 
also gives it control over resources and people.103  With a budget of roughly $10 billion 
a year and roughly 70,000 personnel, SOCOM has far fewer resources than the military 
departments, which have budgets above $100 billion annually and hundreds of 
thousands of people, but far more manpower and resources than the other combatant 
commanders.  SOCOM is often called the fifth service because of this disparity even 
though it also has an operational mission akin to the other COCOMS. 

SOCOM’s uniqueness was accelerated in the 2000s. Prosecuting the war on terror 
and enjoying Secretary Rumsfeld’s favor, SOCOM took on more and more of a lead 
role.104  In 2005 SOCOM’s role was formally expanded to include “synchronizing” 
global operations against terrorist networks.105  Like the military services, SOCOM has 
resources and constituencies that would discourage it from complicating or clouding its 
mission.  But like the regional combatant commands, this new mission offers SOCOM 
an opportunity to add a task that makes it the director rather than the directed.  It 
appears to have taken it.  Even though military doctrine does not specify lines of 
authority or command between “the synchronizer” and “the synchronized,” serving 
as the centralized hub for these activities helps SOCOM solidify its global role. 106  It 
does not quite tell the regional combatant commanders what to do, but the regional 
combatant commanders are somewhat dependent on SOCOM.  

The rise of regional combatant commands and SOCOM in US foreign policy-making 
has been chronicled elsewhere, sometimes positively and other times negatively. 107  But 
clearly from our review of public diplomacy-activities, it is important not to conflate 
these different actors as part of the broader organization, the Department of Defense.  
The vast bulk of the Department of Defense, particularly the military services, have 
resisted efforts to expand or institutionalize public diplomacy-like activities and instead 
focused on more traditional military missions.  However, the regional combatant 
commands and SOCOM have been willing, and able, to take on these missions and 
grow them.  Thus we can see little public diplomacy-like activity throughout most of 
the Defense Department and yet also find one concerted program that rivals the efforts 
of the State Department and Broadcasting Board of Governors.  

We can understand the competing narratives of the last decade only when we 
understand there are different organizations with different incentives within the 
Defense Department.  More importantly, we can understand these distinctions only 
when we dig for deeper explanations than the military had a ‘need’ to conduct public 
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diplomacy in the Global War on Terror.  We cannot understand how US foreign policy 
is being executed—let alone its effects—unless we understand the organizations that 
are conducting them. 

Conclusion

The Department of Defense has not institutionalized public diplomacy-like activities 
throughout its components, belying both hopes that it would internalize these broader 
concerns into its everyday activities and fears that the Department’s great scale would 
overwhelm all other US public diplomacy. But the new role of the combatant commands 
and SOCOM did encourage those particular organizations to develop and consolidate 
a program that looks very much like public diplomacy.  At about half the resources the 
State Department devotes to information-based public diplomacy, this program is a 
significant contributor to how the United States is perceived around the world.  

Public diplomacy offers a case study in the changing roles of the national security 
institutions in US foreign policy making in the last few decades.  Since the end of World 
War II, US foreign policy, and especially international affairs programming, was spread 
throughout US government agencies; partly due to the creation of new agencies, but 
often because the United States’ diplomatic corps fought to focus solely on government 
to government diplomacy rather than broader aspects of foreign policy.108  The resulting 
institutional diaspora meant there was no single place in the US government to turn for 
foreign policy.  However, when the Goldwater-Nichols reforms in the 1980s empowered 
the combatant commanders as representatives of the President and the United States 
around the world, in doing so it left them the broad and vague mission of achieving all 
US national security aims.109  As the US Foreign Service continues to try and focus only 
on traditional diplomacy and memo writing, the rise of the combatant commanders 
now offers a real alternative.110  However, it is not yet clear whether the combatant 
commands have the organizational staying power to institutionalize programs.  
Despite their rise, the military services dominate the Defense Department’s resourcing 
process.111  And as we have seen, the services are not inclined to institutionalize tasks 
in support of vague missions like public diplomacy.  SOCOM poses an even more 
unknown quantity.  Given its central role in fighting terrorism, it could continue to 
grow in importance in US foreign policy making.  Alternatively, since it is a relatively 
new organization and has a hybrid nature, it may refocus on narrower, traditionally 
military tasks.  Still, the incentives that led to the rise in the last decade of the military 
creating public diplomacy-like activities are likely to only have strengthened when the 
next crisis arises.  

We can only understand how our foreign policy outcomes arise when we stop 
considering them absent the organizations and processes that create those outcomes.  
Public diplomacy provides intriguing lessons about how these organizations could 
create outcomes that no amount of debate could anticipate.



Appendix I: 2003 Information Operations Roadmap 
Recommendations Pertaining to Public Diplomacy

Public Diplomacy-like Activity Specific

6. Enhance and refocus PSYOP capability
7. Improve military support to public diplomacy
8. Support active public affairs programs that influence foreign audiences
9. Develop distinguishing tasks
11. Streamline CNA/PSYOP organizational constructs and C2
47. Coordinate DoD and USG themes and messages
48. Create a Joint PSYOP Support Element
49. Delegate product approval for select categories of PSYOP products
50. Enhance the current PSYOP force structure
51. Modernize PSYOP force capabilities

Relevant General Information Operations Fulfilled

1. Publish IO policy 2007
2. Adopt a full spectrum concept of IO built upon three broad functions 

 and five core capabilities 2006

3. Approve a definition of IO based upon the full spectrum concept 2006
5. Improve visibility and accountability of IO resources No
12. Consolidate OSD Oversight of IO 2005
13. Establish an IO career force No
14. Develop IO planners No
15. Develop IO capability specialists No
16. Identify joint and Service IO billets 2009
17. Provide focus for enlisted and civilians No
18. Monitor career force compliance across DoD No
19. Integrate IO earlier in education No
20. Expand/modify current IO training courses and/or develop new ones No
21. Establish a DoD Center of  Excellence for IO 2004

Source: Information Operations Roadmap, Appendix B: IO Roadmap Recommendations, Department of Defense, 2003, p. 70.  
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